The idea of the summation constraint method consists in summation of the constraints of the original problem to obtain a new problem with one constraint. One basis optimum variable is the solution of this new problem. The index of this variable is the index of the optimal basis variable of the original problem. We exclude the variable with this index from the original problem. Thus dimension of the original problem decreased by one variable and one constraint. Similarly, we can find other optimal basis variables of the original problem. This computational procedure is the non-iteration algorithm of the summation constraint method. A numerical example illustrates the usefulness of the non-iteration algorithm.
The description of the summation constraint method
We consider the following linear programming problem: x j n and substitute them into the constraint of (2). Clearly, we obtain a valid numerical equality. Now we solve the problem (2):
We pay attention on the fact that the positive integer k corresponds to the optimum basis variable 
A numerical example
The following numerical example [1] illustrates the non-iteration algorithm of the summation constraint method: Summing up the constraints of (4), we obtain: . Further, we exclude the unknown variable 1
x from (4). By the first constraint, we obtain:
Substituting this into the objective function and second constraint of (4), we get: 
Conclusion
To compare, we solve the problem (3) by the simplex method, which is an iterative algorithm. The introduction of additional variables and the transition to maximization leads to the canonical form: x as the starting basis and transform the problem so that the coefficients of these variables would form the unit matrix. The non-iteration algorithm of the summation constraint method has the advantage that the amount of computation, unlike the simplex method, does not depend on the amount of the iterations but depends on the dimension of the problem only.
